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Solution Brief

Raiden is a transformative weather graphics solution that empowers 
newsrooms to elevate their storytelling with more engaging weather 
and climate content.  

Powered by XPression, the world’s fastest-growing real-time motion 
graphics engine, Raiden combines data gathering, processing, and 
visualization tools to create stunning content. With seamless integration 
into existing news station workflows, it allows weather teams to 
generate content quickly and easily from a single graphics platform.  

Data-Driven Weather
Graphics Solution 
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Raiden XPression 1RU Engine
Studio / Bluebox

Requires 2 Channels| 1x Preview / 1x Program Channel
*Note: Preview channel requires full output channel

Raiden Data Aggregation Server
OnPrem / Cloud / VPC

Raiden Workstation
Web-based workstation  

Accessible on local network or customer supplied VPN
Customer Supplied Hardware

Raiden Local Server

Raiden Story Creator Server

Network Switch
Customer Supplied

PGM: SDI (F/K)

PV: NDI

Raiden Remote 
Receiver

Raiden Remote

Internet

Data Sources

XPression Remote Sequencer
Customer Supplied PC

XPression Remote Sequencer
Customer Supplied PC

Existing XPression 1RU Engine
Studio / Bluebox
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Seamless
Collaboration
Raiden seamlessly integrates 
with newsroom workflows so 
meteorologists can collaborate 
with producers and graphic 
designers to build the most 
dynamic and visually 
appealing weather content. 

Immersive 
Weather Stories
Transform weather segments 
into dynamic, visually 
compelling experiences using 
Ross Video’s cutting-edge 
graphics technology.   

Produce 
Anywhere, Anytime
Easily access your latest 
weather graphics and rapidly 
prepare weather content 
from any location with 
Raiden’s intuitive web-based 
story creation tool. 

Data Aggregation
Raiden acquires, processes, 
and visualizes preferred 
weather data from a wide 
range of sources for the 
XPression graphics engine.

Story Creation
A web-based tool enables 
users to quickly build or 
update a weather story and 
rundown from anywhere for 
live production.

Graphics Integration
An XPression Plugin with 
DataLinqTM enables 
broadcasters to design and 
operate their news and 
weather content from one 
single graphics engine.

Why choose Raiden? 

Explore the Solution
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Web-Based Workstation
A user-friendly web interface enables meteorologists to build 
weather stories anywhere with an internet connection. Users 
can build complete weathers stories online, save templates and 
reuse predefined layouts for improved newsroom efficiency. 

Data Agnostic
Seamless integration with various data sources, ensures 
compatibility with different forecasting models. Forecast 
editing capabilities allow meteorologists to fine-tune 
predictions as needed. 

Forecast Animations
Dynamic 3D maps and customizable 
annotations for enhanced visual 
presentation of forecasts. 

XPression DataLinq™ Integration
Use existing design and control 
workflows to build new and unique 
data-driven graphics. 

MOS Enabled Workflows
Integration with MOS (Media Object Server ) 
devices for enhanced workflow efficiency and 
broader weather content use.  

Flexible Hosting Options
Various hosting options are available, including 
on-premise, virtual, hybrid, and cloud hosting, to 
support different organizational preferences, 
security requirements, and scalability needs.

Digital Weather Content
Generate weather content for web, mobile, and 
OTT (Over-the-Top) applications, ensuring that 
forecasts and weather stories can reach 
audiences across different digital platforms. 
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Technical Specifications
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Data Aggregator

512GB or higher (not including OS, separate drive for data only)Storage

2.9Ghz 8 logical processors or higherCPU

32GB or higherMemory

*Requires Internet Connection for Data acquisition
*Can be a Virtual Machine

Story Creator

256GB or higherStorage

2.9Ghz 8 logical processors or higherCPU

16GB or higherMemory

*Can be a Virtual Machine
*Requires Local Network with Local Server

Meteorologist Client PC

Windows 10/11OS

8GB or higherMemory

Google ChromeBrowser

Intel i7 2.0Ghz or higherCPU

256GB or higherDisk Drive

*Requires Local Network connection with Story Creator

Local Server

2TB or higher (not including OS, separate drive for data only)Storage

2.9Ghz 12 logical processors or higherCPU

32GB or higherMemory

*Can be a Virtual Machine
*Requires Internet Connection for the Satellite Imagery (Bing/Mapbox)
*Requires Local Network with Data Aggregator
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